In 2018-2019, The Dayton Metro Library Foundation extended its support to the Library in new and important ways. With this Impact Statement, you’ll learn more about a few of the valued programs that were possible because of your generosity.

The Dayton Metro Library Foundation enhances the Library’s excellence, investing in projects that expand strategic partnerships and facilitate nimble responses to community needs.
The middle school grades are a critical period of development, as students begin to **seriously consider their career options and their path to success**. The Library is uniquely qualified to serve as a safe and creative space, outside school and outside home, where students can explore and find their potential path.

Dayton Metro Library served as a lead convener, blending their role as a trusted educational partner with their excellent workforce development resources in the creation of **Career Adventures**.

**Career Adventures Day**, hosted at Main Library in the fall, welcomed hundreds of students from across the region to explore and experience real-world careers in multiple fields. Designed in 2019, this program supports school systems with their state-mandated requirement to provide meaningful career awareness activities, while engaging kids with a 21st century hands-on approach to exploration.

Meeting the need for technology that keeps our kids competitive, the Library also sought the opportunity to purchase augmented reality and robotics equipment to be blended into programming. Donations to the campaign helped the Library reach more students and make a broader impact; the DML Foundation raised more than $50,000 to strengthen this program in 2020 and beyond.

**Storybook Dollhouse**

The Library designed Opportunity Spaces at many of the new facilities to serve as destinations for high quality, hands-on learning experiences. In 2018, DML Foundation helped bring this vision to life by funding the creation of the one-of-a-kind, interactive **Storybook Dollhouse Traveling Exhibit**.

With more than 50 hidden references to children’s stories, nursery rhymes and fairy tales, it has been displayed at all branches and brought joy to families and individuals of all ages. The **Storybook Dollhouse Traveling Exhibit** added to the excitement by replicating the small rooms within the dollhouse into large, life-sized areas for learning and exploration.

**Career Adventures Camp** is a free, week-long day camp that provides in-depth, hands-on experiences for middle schoolers, as well as programs to introduce soft skills and resources. In 2019, students built self-awareness, learned about potential careers, and developed a plan for reaching their goals.

**STORYBOOK DOLLHOUSE**

Children find the **Gingerbread Man popping out of the oven in the dollhouse**, and then visit the **kid-sized kitchen** to create their own imaginary treats.

Special thanks to **Fifth Third Foundation**, **The Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce**, **Levin Porter Architects** and **Cox Media Group** for dedicated grants to support these projects.
Research shows that from birth through third grade, children focus on learning to read. The focus of education changes from fourth grade onward, when children read to learn. This shift means that reading proficiency by the end of third grade is vital. In fact, studies have shown that third grade reading proficiency is the single greatest indicator in determining high school graduation success.

The Dayton Metro Library created the framework for Felix & Fiona as a priority project to support third grade reading, but they couldn’t do it alone. With over $25,000 raised from the DML Foundation’s 2018 annual campaign, plus grant funding from the Ohio Arts Council, Frank M. Tait Foundation, Institute of Museum and Library Services, and State Library of Ohio, the Library launched a multi-media literacy project to support area third graders.

The heart of this project is the book – *Felix & Fiona: The BIG Stink and Other Adventures* – an original chapter book that follows best friends Felix and Fiona as they navigate the friendships, fun, challenges, and triumphs of third grade. The book was designed to delight third graders, while meeting educational standards that blend into the third-grade curriculum.

The final chapter of *The BIG Stink,* was adapted to a 15-minute staged musical presented at branches and schools. The project continues as a core part of DML’s school outreach and engagement.

In 2019, a partnership with the Vandalia-Butler Fund (a component fund of The Dayton Foundation) helped the DML Foundation distribute 157 Love Them Out Loud baby and toddler gift boxes to four daycares and preschools in the Vandalia Community.

Generous support from CareSource Foundation, The Rotary Club of Dayton Ohio, and the Viva Herriman Fund has also ensured that Love Them Out Loud kits are available to more low-income families all across the region.

DID YOU KNOW?

*The DML Foundation was proud to sponsor a special Conscious Discipline program to empower parents and teach children to manage emotions. Serving families from our most disadvantaged communities, participants were given new collections of books to enhance their home libraries.*
With the support of private donations and grant awards secured through the Foundation, the Library extended their support of New Americans. The New Americans program provides greater service to immigrants, international students and other non-native English speakers. New American resources now include world languages book collections, referrals to local organizations, educational resources for literacy, legal workshops, online learning platforms, volunteer-led language conversation practice, outreach at naturalization ceremonies, cultural partnerships and translation services.

In 2019, DML Foundation supported the creation of the Trace Your Roots Traveling Exhibit. Trace Your Roots blends educational elements, interactive activities, and Library resources to help participants relate to the challenges of assimilation in America, discover their own family’s journey to the country, and create a better connection for all people in our community.

Special thanks to The Dayton Foundation and Ellen and Jeff Ireland for their support of these programs.

On Saturday, June 1, 2019, DML hosted the Grand Opening Celebration for the Wilmington-Stroop Branch Library. A generous gift from the family of former librarian Ruey-Hwa Chow enhanced the Community Room, and a grant from the Community Foundation for Kettering Fund of The Dayton Foundation allowed for expanded technology programming with a mobile laptop lab.

To mark the occasion, the DML Foundation provided entertainment at the event, creating a sense of vibrancy and fun. Due to the “Under Construction” condition of the parking lot and the busyness of the street, DMLF’s donation also covered the cost of valet parking for all guests, helping the Library go above and beyond to guarantee the safety of its patrons.

A donation from the Foundation, made possible by an anonymous donor, transformed an under-utilized space at the Northwest Branch Library to a new Conference Room, complete with mobile laptop storage, A/V enhancements, whiteboards, and more. The new Conference Room B serves as the destination for the popular “Rock Your Homework” program, and is also available for free, public use.
The Adult Career Path and Learning Expo brought together informative presenters, professional career coaches, and a vast array of exhibitors to help adults explore their career options, enhance job skills, and position themselves for professional advancement. The DML Foundation helped to fund this important program, with support from CareSource Foundation.

The Grand Opening of the new Southeast Branch Library was worthy of a significant community celebration, so in August 2019, the DML Foundation threw a party to remember. A NOVEL NIGHT connected popular books with exciting activities, delicious drinks, and tempting tastes. Generous sponsors and silent auction donors helped keep ticket prices low for hundreds of attendees, while raising nearly $20,000 to support the DML Foundation. Thank you!
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DML Foundation supports the Library's annual Summer Challenge, encouraging kids to keep their brains active by reading all summer long. The following gifts helped make the Summer Challenge a great success: Vectren Foundation ensured increased student engagement through the It's Elementary program; the Virginia W. Kettering Foundation funded the launch of a new online platform for encouragement, digital badging, and reading tracking; State Library of Ohio, with federal funds from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, supported special learning experiences; and many, many local partners supported with in-kind gifts and prizes. DML Foundation was proud to participate in the Library's Party in the Park, celebrating the reading success of all area children.

DID YOU KNOW?

DML Foundation funded a dedicated collection of books to help expand services to teens in residence at the three county juvenile detention facilities. Teen Services Librarian Steve Moser supports language arts classes and delivers quality programming to more than 1,000 kids in these facilities every year. Steve was recently recognized with a special award from the Juvenile Court System for his outstanding service. The new collection of high-interest topics will help Steve better serve the youth in these facilities.

TOUR DE GEM AT COOPER PARK

The Dayton Metro Library Foundation participated in the inaugural Tour de Gem, a large-scale fundraising bike ride. Team members accepted donations from hundreds of generous individuals with the goal of turning Cooper Park into a family-friendly destination with new play equipment and bench seating, adding to the “sparkle” of Dayton as the Gem City.

Thanks to riders: Josh Ashworth, Beverly Barnes, Becky Calfe, Megan Cooper, Karen Findlay, Dani Gustavich, Allison Knight, Noelle Landis, Brielle Maynor, Aaron Smith & Elijah Stephens.
THE DML FOUNDATION

GENEROUS DONORS:

The DML Foundation is supported by hundreds of GENEROUS DONORS; we appreciate everyone who supports the Library with their gift to the Foundation.

THE 1888 SOCIETY:

THE 1888 SOCIETY, named for the year the library was first opened in Cooper Park, honors those who have made major gifts to the Foundation.

Anonymous
Chuck Duritsch and Don Yeazell
Susan Elliott and Merle Wilberding
Diane and John Farrell
Lisa Fry and Neal Gittleman
Anuj Goyal
In Memory of Tom and Kacie Hausfeld, The Hausfeld Family
Ellen and Jeffrey Ireland
Timothy Kambitsch and Julie Beall
Joan and Charles Knoll
Tom and Janet Lasley
Luke and Nita Lovell
Tom and Gwenn Marchesano
Dave and Lora Melin
Margot and Michael Merz
Diane and Robert G. Miller
Joseph C. Oehlers
Phil and Donna Parker
Paul and Cheryl Robinson
Doug and Sharon Scholz
Cy and Joanne Spurlino
Belinda and David Stenson
Daria Dillard Stone
Sharon Tschudin, In Memory of Hans P. Tschudin
In Memory of Robert J. Wehrle-Einhorn
Penny and Bill Wolff

Corporate/Foundation Partners:

CareSource Foundation
Community Foundation for Kettering Fund
Cox Media Group
Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
The Dayton Foundation
The Disability Foundation
IUE-CWA Local 755
Kettering Family Philanthropies
Levin Porter Associates, Inc.
Marsh & McLennan Agency
Premier Health, on Behalf of Dedicated Board Members
R&J Chase Enterprises
Jean Barger Rice Trust
Rotary Club of Dayton Ohio
Shell + Meyer Associates, Inc.

Please visit the website for the list of founding members of The 1888 Society, or visit the honor wall at the Main Library.

ANNUAL GIFTS:

Thank you to all the donors who supported the efforts of the DML Foundation.

Anonymous
Susan and Wayne Anable
Tracy Arnold
Jim and Libby Balsamo
Bob Barcus
Dr. Warrick L. Barrett
Jill and John Basom
Valerie and Mike Beerbower
Martha L. Bell
Paul Benson and Stephanie Slowinski
The Bieser Family
Lois and Don Bigler
Kimberly and Jonathan Bishop
Judith and Tony Bleses
Dr. John Bloom
Carolyn Bohler
Glenn & Sherry Bower and Family
Robert Brecha and Katharina Seidl
Freda Brown
Bill and Charlene Burges
Cynthia Chibis
Gail Christofferson
Anthony and Angela Clements
Kent and Sallie Collins
Megan Cooper and Scott Murphy
Vince and Marcy Corrado
Patricia Crawford
Suzanne and Patrick Crippen
Grover Criswell and Kathryn Van Der Heiden
Robert and Donna Miles Curry
Ione Damasco
Judy Day
Susan DeLuca
Judge Mary Donovan
Kim Duncan
Kath and Kathy Emery
John and Barbara Fabelo
Molly Fassig
Marty and Annie Fosso
Barry Fought and Deborah Kreitzer
Kimberly Fox
Detlef and Ann Frank
Kjirsten Frank Hoppe and Will Hoppe
The Gaffney Family
Joan Gagan
James T. and Barbara P. Gorman
Kathi and Paul Gruner
Rachel and Chester Gut
Lisa Hanauer and Sue Spiegel
Donna Hangen
Rap and Jan Hankins
Rob Hardy
The Hary Family
Dick Hattershire
Mollie Hauser
Barbara Hayde and Ron Budzik
Eric Heinrich
Mike and Katie Hensel
J. Stephen and Judy Herbert
David and Cecilia Hess
Vivienne and Roger Himmell
Rick Hoffman and Norma Landis
Jeanne & Leo Holihan
Earl and Betty Holton
Daniel Hood
Stephen Hopf
Steve Houlette
Madeline Iseli and Rob Drumheller
Ellis Jacobs and Desiree Nickell
Michael Jaffe and Judy Schwartzman
Elaine Zimmers Johnson
Ms. Winnie C. Johnson and Family
Ted Johnson
Charles Jones
Merrel and Mary Lou Baker Jones
Russ Joseph
Jennifer and Brian Kadel
Katy Kelly
Matt Kish
Ruthanne Kline
Jayne and Kevin Klose
Barb Kuhns and Doug Smith
Gary LeRoy
Margit Lieberman
Jack Ling
Maureen Lynch and Richard Lapedes
Kathy and Tim Mahoney
Laurence Marsh
Lisa and Timothy Massa
Brielle Maynor
John McManus
Carolyn Misick
Carol Mitchell
Gary Mitchner

Continued on next page...

WHAT A HOOT!

DML Foundation co-hosted An Evening with Mike Peters, the Pulitzer Prize winning cartoonist. This casual event welcomed members of The 1888 Society to enjoy lite fare, meet Mike, and get the first look at the “What a Hoot!” exhibit at the Main Library’s Opportunity Space.
Corporate/Foundation Partners:

Always Ballroom
Angie’s Firehouse
Dr. James Apesos
Bolmont Party Supply and Brewtinsils
Carmel’s Mexican Grill
Champion Apparel & Promotions, Inc.
Community Foundation of Miami Township
Cross Street Partners
Dayton Art Institute
Designed to Organize, LLC
Donatos
Femme Fatale
Group 4 Architecture
Gypsy Rose Salon
Heidelburg Distributing Company
Joga Somatic Arts
LWC, Inc.
Luna Eclipse
Marsh & McLennan Agency
MGZ Lawn and Grounds Care
Oberwerk
Only Libraries
Partial to Pie
Pechakucha Dayton
PetValu
Pickrel, Schaeffer & Ebeling
Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 162
Porter Wright, LLC
Rockstar Pro Wrestling
Rubi Girls, LLC
Shook Construction
SICSA
Smale’s Pretzel Bakery
The Flower Shoppe
Tom Gilliam Photography
Trame Mechanical
Vandalia-Butler Foundation
Vegan Dayton

ADOPT-A-BOOK allows individuals to celebrate special occasions and honor or memorialized loved ones in support of the Library Collection.
Generously Donated by H. Brent and Jill Bamberger
Henry and Irene Baust, In Honor of Alpha Delta Kappa, Ohio Epsilon
Cheryl Bickel, In Honor of Larry Bickel
In Memory of Freda Brown
In Memory of Jack M. Collins by Angela Stevens.
In Memory of Eric Olmstead (1983-2000) by Sheri and David Olmstead
In Memory of Joseph Radelet by The Benson Blake Family
In Memory of Phil Smiland by His Children
In Memory of Susan Takacs by Belmont Book Discussion Group

THE KEYSER FUND supports the genealogy and local history collection.
Anonymous
James Conklin
David Crombie
Gina Gill
Anthony Hickey
John King
William B. Oglesby
Thomas Readmond
Malissa Ruffner
Fred Rump

MEMORIAL AND HONOR GIFTS:
In Memory of Judy Ann (Jan) Brandenburg:
Gifts by Barbara Bowser and Susan Nies
In Memory of Maryann Householder:
Gifts by The Lang Family, Robert and Beverly Lesher, Jennifer Perez, Beverly and Gregg Peterson and JoAnne Staler
In Memory of Father Joseph Goetz
In Memory of Jeanne Manovich
In Memory of Robert J. Wehrle-Einhorn
In Honor of Jeffrey Tilson
In Honor of Muriel S. Cargile, Mother’s Day 2019, from her loving family
In Honor of Diane H. Feineis, Mother’s Day 2019, from her loving family
In Honor of their Grandchildren, by Janet and Thomas Lasley

Thank you to all the donors through the Miami Valley Combined Federal Campaign, those who participated in workplace donation match programs, shoppers through Amazon Smile, Kroger Community Rewards, DLM Good Neighbor, and those who leveraged social media to support the Library Foundation.

ENHANCING THE COLLECTION:

The DML Foundation enables families and individuals to support special projects of the Library. Thank you to the Charles E. Hoffman Fund and the J. Edward and Jeannie B. Hoffman Fund which support the purchase of reference books and natural history and geography materials, the Jean Barger Rice Trust, which enhances the performing and visual arts collection, and the John E. and Jean M. Coleman Fund, which supports book repairs and preservation.

Thousands of Montgomery County residents benefitted from an expanded collection of books for adults and children with developmental disabilities, thanks to a grant from The Disability Foundation.

The Dayton Metro Library Foundation makes every effort to reflect the names of our generous donors correctly. If we’ve made an error, please accept our apologies and contact us at 937.496.8516 so we may update our records.